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Forensic Science  - Year 8 and 9 
 
On Thursday and Friday the Year 8 and 9 students  
participated in a Forensic Science workshop with  
Education Interactive called ‘A Case of Conspiracy’. 
 
The students had to work together to solve the mystery. 
The case highlighted how the lure of drugs and easy  
money can lead to a web of deceit and betrayal. A young 
man was accused of the crime and all the evidence  
pointed to his guilt, but the question was is he really the 
murderer? 
 
An 18 year old boy was arrested for the murder but 
claimed to know nothing about the crime. The murdered 
man was shot three times and found next to a burnt out 
car in bushland. A gun, drugs and a stash of money were found at the home of the accused.  

 
Students had the opportunity to examine the crime scene and 
analyse the evidence including arson, autopsy, DNA and  
ballistics.  
 
As well as using science this case also dealt with drug  
awareness and the impacts of hanging out with the wrong 
crowd.  
 
After working out the answers to all the aspects of the case 
the students then needed to work out who they believed  
committed the crime.  
 
At the end the presenter talked the students through all the  
evidence and how as a Forensic Scientist they piece together 
what happened and work out who the killer was and their  
motive. 
 

This workshop developed students knowledge of all three science subjects. 
 

STEM Club Science Week activities 
 
In addition to external organisations coming in to work with our students Hannah Bryant, Science teacher 
and STEM Club Co-ordinator organised various STEM related activities during the lunchtimes. The  
activities included building and launching hydrogen and bottle rockets and designing and making bath 
bombs. Students were also very interest when Mr Dawson whilst he dissected a heart, lungs and liver! 
 
An amazing week where Careers and Science have worked together to inspire and expand students 
knowledge and understanding of STEM related subjects and how these subjects can help students make 
choices for their future. 
 
Mrs Green 
Careers Leader 

Lost Property 
 

Please be aware that lost property will be displayed at Student Office from the 25 March to 
the 5 April 2019. Any items not claimed by 5 April will be handed to a local charity. 
 
There are a lot of winter coats that have been handed in so if your child has lost their coat 
please ask them to come and have a look. 
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Schools Prom, Charter Hall 
 
On Friday 15 March I took a group of students to perform in the annual Schools Prom at the Charter 
Hall. Every school in Colchester is invited to attend and each Music Department is given a 10 minute slot 
to showcase their best acts. 
 
This year TLA took the Ukulele Group which was led by Mr Owens. They played a great version of 
‘Galway Girl’ by Ed Sheeran and featured vocal solos from Macie Ovenden and Millie Lee. This was  
followed by the Advanced Vocal Group who sang ‘Empire State of Mind’ by Alicia Keys. This was ably  
accompanied by Cameron Moye who enjoyed playing the brand new upright piano provided by Manns 
Music! Our last item was from our recent performance of Grease. Joey Barber sang ‘Those Magic  
Changes’ and was accompanied vocally and on guitar by Archie Constantine-Knight. 
 
We also took part in the joint items section which this year was two songs from The Greatest Showman. I 
was particularly proud as a small group of our students were chosen to do a few of the lines as a little solo 
group. 
 
All of the schools were very impressive and as always there was a lovely supportive atmosphere as we 
watched each other perform. It is always such a fun event to take part in and I was proud of the students 
who represented our school so well. 
 
Mrs Curd 
Head of Music 

TLA House Cup Totals 
 

 1st  Nelson 49.40 
 2nd  Austen 48.91 
 3rd  Darwin 47.76 

Last week’s top earner was Leonie Powling 7D-BI with 31 
stars. 
 

Well Done! 
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Science Week 
 

Last week was British Science Week which is an annual  
celebration of Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths 
(STEM) subjects. The purpose is to promote STEM related 
subjects to help inspire young people to broaden their 
knowledge and understanding of these subjects and future 
career options. 
 

TechGirls  -  Year 10s   
 
On Tuesday TechGirls delivered workshops to Year 10 students. The girls’ workshop was based on how 
technology can be used to improve our health. By watching a presentation the students learnt about how 
technology has developed and in many  
cases has helped make items become  
smaller, more reliable, have a greater  
functionality and be cheaper. Examples of 
this are mobile phones, computers and 
gadgets. 
 
The students learnt that most careers either 
involve a STEM subject or use something 
that has been designed and created  
incorporating a STEM subject. 
 
Students were then set a challenge to design 
a wearable technological device that is 
unique and can improve an individual’s health. As well as designing it they had to also consider what the 
benefits of it were to the individual wearer, the age group it was designed for and what the cost of the item 
would be. They learnt that in 2018, 45 million wearable devices were sold  
globally and the number is increasing year on year. 
 
The students created some amazing ideas including ear rings that could measure your mental health, a 
bra that monitors hormones, heart beat and can detect breast cancer; a hair band that can help you  
understand babies when they are crying and a necklace that includes a defibrillator. 
 
As well as creating their idea and designing a poster the students had to then present their idea, the bene-
fits of it and costing to their peers. 
 
The girls enjoyed being given the challenge to create something that could help people overcome a health 
problem. 

 
The Year 10 boys then participated in a construction based workshop where 
they used marshmallows and straws to design and create a structure. These 
structures were then tested to see how strong they were. The majority of the 
structures collapsed when the tables were shaken. 
 
A presentation was then delivered to them explaining that the foundations of 
a building are key to the structure being strong and able to support a building. 
During this presentation the students also learnt about the variety of careers 
required to construct a building including environmental, planners, architects, 
engineers, bricklayers, electricians, plumbers, interior design and painters 
and decorators. Students then learnt that the important subjects for each of 
these careers are STEM related. 
 
The boys then had another go at building a structure and this time the foun-
dations of the structures they created were better designed and stronger and 
supported not only the building but a weight that was put on them. 
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BLOODHOUND SSC  -  Year 8s 
 

On Wednesday one hundred and sixteen Year 8 students were given the opportunity 
to participate in a workshop with BLOODHOUND Education who are the education 
team connected to BLOODHOUND SSC the organisation who are currently aiming to 
challenge the land speed record. 
 
To start with the students all watched a presentation where they learnt about the  
history of the land speed record and that the first record was set in 1898 in an electric 
car that achieved 39.24 mph. It wasn’t until 1964 when Donald Campbell broke the 
record that the vehicles started to become powered by jet engines. Since 1898 the 
record has been broken on many occasions and the last two records have both been held by British  
drivers, 1983 Richard Noble in Thrust 2 reached 634.051 mph and then Andy Green in ThrustSSC in  
September 1997  -  recorded 713.990 mph and again in October 1997 achieving 760.343mph. This  
vehicle was powered by two Rolls Royce jet engines and broke the sound barrier 
 
BLOODHOUND SSC was formed in 2006 by Richard Noble and Andy Green. They are currently creating 
a vehicle that will hopefully take the record to over 1,000mph. To achieve the record the vehicle has to 
make two successful runs over a one mile course in a designated area and it is the average speed over 
the two runs that is then calculated. The vehicle will be powered by an engine from a Typhoon jet and 
therefore they have to battle with physics to ensure that the vehicle remains on the ground whilst  
completing the two runs. 
 
The students learnt about the variety of jobs  it takes to design and construct a vehicle and in addition the 
number of people who will be employed in Africa to clear the dry lake bed of 18,500 tonnes of stones over 
a 12 mile area to hopefully ensure a successful challenge.   

 
The students then participated in workshops where they had to 
design and build their own cars that would be powered by a black 
powder pack and then raced against each other. The students 
had to work together developing teamwork and communication 
skills to design their cars. 
 
At  the end of  the two 
workshops the cars 
raced against each  
other and the fastest car  
during the day belonged 

to Ashton Davies, Gabriella Grigoreanu, Harvey Jones and Ella 
Lewis. It achieved 52 mph! 
 
The students were very positive about the workshop. 
 

 
Jessica Sainsbury 8X3  -  ‘The BLOODHOUND SSC  
activities were very competitive and challenging which put 
our creativity to the test. I found it very fun and exciting to 
see our cars race against each other. It helped me gain 
knowledge in Science and has inspired and amazed me to 
see what people are able to achieve.’ 
 
India Lacy 8X3   -  ‘Today I had a workshop with  
BLOODHOUND SSC where we built our own small cars. I 
had an amazing time with my friends and the cars, when 
they took off, they were so fast and amazing!’ 
 

Kiera Morton 8X3  -  ‘I had great fun creating a black powder rocket car. I got to use new tools and we  
raced the cars on a track. The technology used was a hot wire cutter, glue gun and a file.’ 


